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What the working spheres of tomorrow and the associable 
changes in the corporate demand for space will look like is quite 
predictable today. The introduction of the Internet of Things into 
the production cycle has initiated the fourth industrial revolution. 
Going forward, products will be connected with all systems and 
players involved in the respective manufacturing process across 
the entire product life cycle via interactive networks. accordingly, 
the building corpus for this so-called Industry 4.0 will have to be 
increasingly flexible and multifunctional.

Industrial real estate offers ample space for meeting the chal-
lenges emerging in the German economy. While these represent 
a rather recent concept for the German real estate industry, they 
have quickly evolved into an up-and-coming asset class char-
acterised by growing potential. The flexible work environment 
provided by industrial real estate lends itself to a wide variety of 
use types: The office, light manufacturing, warehouse, logistics, 
service and open spaces available on the market, while varying 
in volume, may generally be combined in modules depending 
on the intended use type and use period. In other words, users 
may freely pick the accommodation that is most likely to ensure 
efficient workflows for them.

In 2010, bulwiengesa became the first research agency that ex-
plicitly identified the segment of industrial real estate in a joint 
survey on the subject of commercial and industrial real estate. 
In the years since, the segment has undergone a dynamic de-
velopment, and keeps getting more and more interesting not 
just for occupiers but for investors as well. especially against the 

background of diminishing returns and shortening cycle times in 
the established real asset classes, industrial real estate is gaining 
increasingly in significance as investment alternative. so far, the 
yield upside of industrial real estate remains largely untapped, not 
least because the available market information continues to lack 
transparency.

This shortcoming is precisely where the InITIaTIVe unTerneH-
mensImmoBIlIen comes in. The German Term unTerneHmen-
sImmoBIlIen can be interpreted as industrial real estate. The 
stated purpose of the InITIaTIVe is to enhance the transparency 
on the German market for industrial real estate by publishing this 
market report and facilitating access to this asset class in the pro-
cess. It is the first issue of a semi-annual series that from now on 
will deliver semi-annual market updates to decision makers, in-
vestors, companies, and industry insiders. What makes the report 
special is its approach: rather than relying on secondary sources, 
it uses data that are directly provided by the owners. These are 
objectively processed and sometimes augmented by data from 
bulwiengesa's rIWIs database. This enhances the quality and ac-
curacy of the data in mapping the market. The first issue of the 
market reports takes a close look at the market trend in 2013, 
and analyses market activities during the first six months of 2014. 

The InITIaTIVe unTerneHmensImmoBIlIen currently consists 
of the eight most important actors on Germany's industrial real 
estate market as well as Germany's leading independent market 
research company for industrial real estate.

WelCoMe to GerMaNY's iNitiative 
UNterNeHMeNsiMMobilieN

These are the companies collaborating in the InITIaTIVe unTerneHmensImmoBIlIen:
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companies will have to adapt to the shifting parameters that fu-
ture innovations are likely to bring. The shift will also have ramifi-
cations for the properties they occupy. Innovations in technology 
and production keep lowering the pollution emitted by manufac-
turing processes. This in turn clears the way for moving produc-
tion facilities back closer to downtown or to residential areas. ac-
celerating shifts in demand that are driven by steady innovation, 
especially in technical terms, and by increasingly bespoke client 
requirements result in smaller production runs. In order to pre-
pare for the changed situation, companies require customisable 
accommodation that is both reversible, i.e. permit quick conver-
sions, and scalable. owning the occupied property outright tends 
to be a liability rather than a benefit, as it may hamper quick, 

1 pfnür, a., 2014: “Volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung von corporate real estate in deutschland”

cost-effective adjustments. opting for industrial real estate within 
a letting solution represents the perfect alternative.

so far, the potential of this property type has hardly been ex-
ploited by German companies, and the ownership rate remains 
very high compared to other countries. recent analyses show a 
ratio of about 75% for Germany, whereas the going rates in asia 
and north america range from 20% to 30%.1 Then again, the 
attitude has begun to shift even in Germany. The supply in high-
end industrial real estate is growing steadily, while providers are 
showing an increasingly professional approach. clever asset man-
agement creates investment assets with stable rental income, 
making it an attractive proposition for investors, too.

WHY “UNterNeHMeNsiMMobilieN”?

The term industrial real estate refers to mixed-use commercial 
properties, typically with a mid-market tenant structure. Types 
of use typically found include office, warehouse, manufacturing, 
research, service and/or wholesale trade and open space. 

Industrial real estate covers four different real estate 
categories:
· Transformation property
· Business parks
· light manufacturing 
· Warehousing / logistics property

all four of these categories are characterised by alternative use 
potential, reversibility of use and a principal suitability for multi-
tenant structures. This means that the forte of industrial real es-
tate is its flexibility, and this not just in regard to its use but also 
in regard to its occupiers.

Transformation property:
· converted and revitalised commercial properties
· mostly former production plants or brownfield sites  

with potential for further densification 
· often invested with the special charm of an historic industrial 

ambience (red-brick character)
· often located relatively close to downtown for historic reasons
· often conveniently accessible by private and public transpor-

tation
· often a mix of revitalised period buildings and newly con-

structed buildings
· all types of floor space available

Business parks:
· usually planned and raised to be let to specific companies
· composed of several distinct buildings forming a cluster
· uniformly organised management and infrastructure
· providing any floor area type (with and office share generally 

between 20 and 50%)
· usually in suburban locations with easy accessibility

Warehouse / logistics property:
· mainly existing schemes with predominantly simple warehous-

ing options and some general purpose accommodation
· in the industrial real estate context distinguished from modern 

logistics warehouses by a size limit of 10,000 sqm maximum
· different fit-out and quality standards 
· flexible and affordable types of floor space
· usually reversible and eligible for higher-spec occupiers (e.g. 

by retrofitting ramps and gates)

Light manufacturing property:
· mainly one-off warehouse properties with minor office share
· suitable for a variety of manufacturing types
· warehouse areas principally eligible for other types such as 

storage, research, and services, as well as for wholesale and 
retail purposes

· alternative use potential depends essentially on the location

WHat are 
“UNterNeHMeNsiMMobilieN”?
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tHe varioUs CateGories oF 
iNdUstrial real estate

Industrial real estate  
as alternative asset class

Wide variety of occupiers 
from various industries

Variable mix of use types

Transformation property

Business parks

Warehouse  / logistics

Light manufacturing property

High-level
reversibility of use

Established asset classes 
in the real estate sector

Usually just one occupier

Mostly uniform use type

Retail property

Office property

Hotel property

Special/operator property

Low-level
reversibility of use
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Modern “smart office” concept at a business parkExample for flex space units
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GLInnkaMP BusInEss Park
address: Wilhelm-Bergner-strasse 1-9, d-21509 Glinde
Owner: Beos
Total area: 52,497 sqm
Types of floor space: office, warehouse, production, and 
service area
Target group: small and medium-sized enterprises, retail, 
manufacturing industry, logistics

exaMples For iNdUstrial real estate

traNsForMatioN propertY traNsForMatioN propertY

bUsiNess park bUsiNess park

TIB TEchnOLOGIE- und InnOvaTIOnsPark BErLIn
address: Gustav-meyer-allee 25, d-13355 Berlin
Owner: GsG Berlin
Total area: 109,184 sqm
Types of floor space: office, lab, warehouse, logistics, service 
and shop space (flex space)
Target group: high-tech companies, software / IT, information 
and communication companies, manufacturing industry

düssELdOrf rhEInPark
address: Bonner strasse 317-363, d-40597 düsseldorf
Owner: seGro
Total area: 50,517 sqm
Types of floor space: office, warehouse, production, and 
service area 
Target group: small and medium-sized enterprises, retail, 
manufacturing industry, logistics

sIGMa TEchnOPark auGsBurG
address: Werner-von-siemens-strasse 6, d-86161 augsburg
Owner: aTos
Total area: 112,670 sqm
Types of floor space: office, lab, warehouse, production area
Target group: high-tech companies, software / IT, information 
and communications companies, manufacturing industry
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exaMples For iNdUstrial real estate

bUsiNess park liGHt MaNUFaCtUriNG propertY

liGHt MaNUFaCtUriNG propertY WareHoUse / loGistiCs propertY

LIGhT ManufacTurInG aM nOrdrInG
address: am nordring 20-30, d-80807 munich
Owner: aurelis
Total area: 18,723 sqm
Types of floor space: office, production, warehouse space
Target group: manufacturing industry, industrial, production

sIEMEns ManufacTurInG PrOPErTY cOnsTancE
address: Bücklestrasse 1-5, d-78467 constance
Owner: Valad
Total area: 60,282 sqm
Types of floor space: office, production, warehouse space 
Target group: manufacturing industry

WarEhOusE / LOGIsTIcs PrOPErTY (hansEPark)
address: Hansestrasse 61-63, d-51149 cologne
Owner: Hansteen
Total area: 13,479 sqm
Types of floor space: warehouse, logistics, office units
Target group: wholesale trade, automotive and auto suppliers, 
information and communication companies

sIrIus BusInEss Park BOnn-dransdOrf
address: siemensstrasse 36, d-53121 Bonn
Owner: sirius Facilities
Total area: 20,000 sqm
Types of floor space: office, warehouse, workshop and service 
areas, flex space
Target group: start-ups, small and medium-sized enterprises, 
manufacturing industry, logistics
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tHe Market For iNdUstrial 
real estate iN GerMaNY

The stated goal of the InITIaTIVe unTerneHmensImmoBIlIen 
is to enhance the transparency of the asset class of industrial 
real estate and to make it more accessible thereby. With this in 
mind, eight leading market participants that are active as op-
erators, property developers, investors, and asset managers in 
this class joined forces at the very start of the InITIaTIVe. The 
research end of the market data polling process is handled by 
bulwiengesa, a leading research agency that has monitored this 
real estate segments for years. The market data of each market 
player was matched by bulwiengesa with its extensive data pool, 
and analysed independently. This market report maps the market 
information of the entire year 2013 and of the first six months 
of 2014. Going forward, the reports will deliver semi-annual up-
dates on the latest market activity. upcoming market reports will 

successively expand its scope and drilldown depth over time. The 
InITIaTIVe encourages queries and analysis requests in order to 
engage in an open dialogue. so if you are a market player in this 
field, do get in touch with us.

iNdUstrial real estate aCCoUNts For 30%  
oF GerMaNY's CoMMerCial propertY stoCk 

The ongoing market observation by bulwiengesa has determined 
a current commercial floor space total (not including hotels) of 
well over 3.1 billion sqm in Germany. at well over 934 million 
sqm or nearly 30%, industrial real estate represents the second 
largest group after industrial property.

Industrial
real estate

Office real estate

Heavy space

Retail real estate

commercial units in  
smaller properties  
(e.g. trades)

Light Manufacturing

Business Parks

Warehouse / logistics property

Transformation Property

fig. 02: floor space total of commercial property in Germany, not incl. 
hotels, in million sqm, h1 2014

fig. 03: Market value of commercial property in Germany, not incl. hotels,  
in billion euros, h1 2014

fig. 04: Market value of the property categories of industrial real estate in 
h1 2014
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The market value of industrial real estate equals 543 billion euros  
or more than 26%, barely less than office real estate, which ac-
counts for 600 billion euros or around 29%. This highlights the 
high net asset value of this asset class, and thus its potential.

299
191

42
11

Industrial real
estate

Office real estate

Heavy space

Retail real estate

commercial units in  
smaller properties  
(e.g. trades)

2 The figures are based on the stats published by the IW economic Institute in cologne in its publication “Wirtschaftsfaktor Immobilien – die Immobilien-
märkte aus Gesamtwirtschaftlicher sicht (2010/2013)” and on forward projections for selected property types using the real estate databases of bulwiengesa aG
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a breakdown of the different property categories within the 
industrial real estate segment reveals a striking dominance of 
light manufacturing properties. The account for 58% of all units 
and 55% of the total market value of the industrial real estate. 
That said, only around 40% of the light manufacturing property 
stock qualifies as investment-grade assets. since these proper-

ties were often built to specification to accommodate a certain 
manufacturing process, many of them show a low level of re-
versibility of use or alternative use potential. The category is also 
defined by owner-occupiers. This explains why such property is 
rarely put on the market.

at 35% in terms of both floor area and market value, warehous-
ing and logistics property represents the second largest sub-group 
of industrial real estate. This excludes large-scale new schemes for 
contract logistics operators. This is because industrial real estate is 
generally understood to mean existing schemes with a maximum 
floor area of 10,000 sqm, and designed to meet mainly the needs 
of regional logistics operators or mid-market manufacturers and 
traders. Business parks and transformation property are structurally 
similar because they include diverse floor area types of various sizes 
within a given ensemble. yet while business parks tend to take the 
form of more or less standardised building clusters in site resem-
bling trading estates of uniform identity, transformation property 
have a decidedly one-off character because of their historic build-
ing fabric – in many cases supplemented by more recently built an-
nexes. Business parks admittedly represent a niche category within 
industrial real estate with their share of just 0.8% of the lettable 
area and of just 2% of the market value. However, they show the 
highest investment grade among the sub-segments because they 
are developed almost exclusively for letting, and thus have a low 
share of owner-occupiers. Transformation property has a higher 
share at 6.5% of the floor area and 7.8% of the market value. 
But their investment-grade share is lower because their previous 
use and one-off character qualifies their options for redevelopment 
and continued use to some extent.

iNdUstrial real estate sHoWs HiGHest  
Capital GroWtH

The performance of real estate investments may be measured on 
the basis of the total return of the German property Index (GpI), 
which lists the commercial / industrial segment (Ge/GI) along with 
office and retail. This segment largely reflects the performance of 
industrial real estate, too. The GpI measures the annual change 
in total returns on the basis of capital growth and rental yield. as 
a long-term performance ratio, the GpI is particularly meaningful 
for property asset holders, though it must not be confused with 
the initial yield rate.3 recently it has clearly shown a trend of real 
estate cycles to flatten and shorten.

since total return growth will keep slowing, the differences be-
tween the various commercial real estate segments are likely to 
level out. In this context, the commercial / industrial segment 
(Ge/GI) will outperform others because it is less susceptible to 
volatility while yielding higher average returns than office or retail 
properties. The key driver here is the rental yield, which has been 
stable on a high level year after year.

fig. 05: Overview of accommodation and values of German industrial real estate in h1 2014

H1 2014  in % in bn euros  in % in bn euros  in %

Light manufacturing property 542.9 58.1 % 298.6 55.0 % 119.4 40.0 %

Warehousing / logistics property 323.3 34.6 % 191.2 35.2 % 115.5 60.0 %

Transformation property  60.5 6.5 % 42.3 7.8 % 21.2 50.0 %

Business parks 7.8 0.8 % 10.5 1.9 % 9.5 90.0 %

All industrial real estate 934.5 100.0 % 542.6 100.0 % 265.6 49.0 %

Property category
within the sector of
industrial real estate

Floor space in million sqm Total value thereof investment-grade

3 For a definition both of the GpI and the initial yield rate (GIy = gross initial yield), please see the Glossary
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fig. 06: GPI total return by real estate segments in Germany (YoY) 1995-2018, in %
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fig. 07: GPI cash flow return by real estate segments in Germany (YoY) 1995-2018, in %
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Institutional fund

Property developer 

Other

Owner-occupier

Property PLc

Private

Asset manager

closed-end fund

Industrial

Insurance

Pension fund / 
superannuation

Open-ended fund

Public /
state

Bank

Opportunity Fund

REIT

Leasing company

iNvestMeNt Market For tHe Year 
2013 aNd tHe First HalF-Year oF 2014

bUsiNess parks CUrreNtlY tHe Most soUGHt 
propertY CateGorY

approximately 930 million euros were invested in industrial real 
estate across Germany in 2013. This equals around 3.5% of the 
entire commercial investment volume in a total amount of 26.7 
billion euros (not including residential and hospitality). Invest-
ments were more or less evenly distributed among the two se-
mesters (H1: 52.8%, H2: 47.2%). during the first semester of 
2014, approximately 381 billion euros worth of industrial real es-
tate changed hands. This compares to a commercial investment 
total of approximately 15.5 billion euros during the same period, 
which is one of the largest mid-year transaction volumes on re-
cord. Industrial real estate accounted for around 2.5% thereof.

The fastest-selling property category during the first half-year of 
2014 were business parks with a transaction volume of approxi-
mately 174 million euros, the runner-up being light manufactur-
ing property with a volume of approximately 96 million euros. 
Third on the turnover list were warehousing / logistics properties 
(not including big-ticket logistics), which attracted approximately 
75 million euros in investments. Trading activities for transforma-
tion property were low-key, as the volume dropped to 36 million 
euros, and thereby declined by 83% year on year. However, the 
steep decline does not imply that investor interest in this property 
category has flagged. rather, it highlights the limited supply in 
properties currently available and on the market. This results in 
greater fluctuations in transaction volume.

iNstitUtioNal FUNds aNd propertY developers 
eaGer to iNvest

The largest buyer groups throughout 2013 were institutional funds 
along with property developers / building principals. They invested 
nearly 186 and 144 million euros, respectively, in industrial real 
estate in Germany. another major buyer group were owner-oc-
cupiers, which is explained by their role as the largest group of 
owners in this market segment. For the same reason, they were 
also highly active on the seller side, disposing of properties worth 
approximately 174 million euros. remarkably about this is the fact 
that companies sold more than they bought. This could indicate 
a tendency that companies are cutting their ownership rate. The 
strongest group on the seller side by far were the asset managers. 
They sold industrial real estate worth approximately 280 million 
euros, mainly on behalf of international owners.

fig. 08: Investment volume by category, in million euros fig. 09: acquisitions / sales in 2013 by group of actors in million euros, 
broken down by largest buyer group
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The situation in H1 2014 was virtually unchanged year on year. 
Here, too, the largest groups of buyers and sellers were property 
developers and institutional funds. asset managers showed the 
widest gap, as they were once again the largest seller group with 

approximately 121 million euros in sales but also the third-largest 
buyer group with well over 72 million euros spent. on the buyer 
side, owner-occupiers are as active as ever, while the number of 
private investors is growing steadily. 

What defined the first six months of 2014 more than anything 
else is that the share of foreign buyers rose from barely 16% dur-
ing H1 2013 to nearly 23% during H1 2014. The development 
comes in the wake of a trend that is already well under way on 

the logistics real estate market. Here, foreign players are setting 
the pace for the market action. This is explained by the continued 
increase on market transparency and the growing acceptance of 
the asset class, among other reasons.

fig. 10: acquisitions / sales in h1 2014 by group of actors in million euros, broken down by largest buyer group

fig. 11/12: acquisitions and sales in 2013, by origin of actors, in %

German acquisitions

Foreign acquisitions

German sales

Foreign sales

ForeiGN iNvestors are beCoMiNG 
iNCreasiNGlY aCtive
The origin of the market players manifests an unambiguous pat-

tern across the entire reporting period. most active on the buyer 
side are German investors, whereas the ratio of German to for-
eign actors is more or less balanced on the seller side. 
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Stuttgart and greater area

Southern region

Eastern region

Berlin and greater area

Rhine-Ruhr conurbation

Western region

Hamburg and greater area

Munich and greater area

Northern region

conurbation
Rhine-Main-Neckar

23 %

77 %

fig. 13/14: acquisitions and sales in h1 2014, by origin of actors, in %

livelY deMaNd iN West GerMaNY aNd berliN

The region with the single-largest transaction volume during the 
entire period under review was the rhine-ruhr conurbation with 
nearly 205 million euros. Trailing closely behind is the greater Ber-
lin area with an investment volume of nearly 189 million euros. 
another market of above-average liquidity is the region west of 
the rhine-ruhr conurbation. The economically strong metro ar-
eas of Hamburg and munich, and the rhine-main-neckar conur-

bation are following relatively closely behind. all of these regis-
tered a transaction volume in excess of 120 million euros over the 
past year and a half. 

The situation shifted during the first half-year of 2014 though. at 
well over 78 million euros, the region of greater stuttgart, which 
had barely figured on the transaction market in 2013, suddenly 
took the lead. lagging noticeably behind were the southern and 
eastern regions and once again Berlin.

fig. 15: Breakdown of transaction volumes by time period and region, in million euros, descending by transaction volume, in h1 2014
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fig. 16: Geographic spread of investments in Germany during the reporting period 2013 through h1 2014, by property category

© 2014 bulwiengesa aG
map source: © naVTeQNorthern 
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HiGH Yield levels CoMbiNed WitH MaNaGeable 
tHreats

The achievable yield spread is quoted in terms of gross initial yield 
(GIy). The GIy represents the ratio of net rental income to net 
purchase price at the time of the transaction. accordingly, it si-
multaneously reflects the profitability and the value of a given 
property. This sets the ratio apart from a long-term performance 
ratio like the GpI.4 The GIy for the period under review suggests 
that the various property categories of industrial real estate are 
rather close together, and that they generate an average GIy of 
9.8% across categories. The mean rates straddle a bandwidth 
of 9.5% to 10.7%, with the higher GIy rates being realised by 
business parks, which exceed the lowest rate of 9.5% (for light 
manufacturing property) by 120 basis points.

The gap between the minimum average and the maximum av-
erage GIy for each property category differs, except for ware-
housing / logistics properties, which have a narrow spread of 100 
to 180 basis points. The deviation to higher GIy (the difference 
between average and maximum) tends to be more pronounced, 
and ranges from 4.4 to just over 5 percentage points. The spread 
at the lower end of the spectrum is much narrower, ranging from 
1.4 to barely 2.2 percentage points.

The GIy across all separate categories ranges from 7.5% to 
12.8%. The differences from one region or conurbation to the 
next can be as high as one percentage point.

Industrial real estate delivers a comparatively high rate of return. 
The elevated risk that you would conversely associate with the 
fact is tempered for industrial real estate by the peculiarities 
of the asset class, especially by the stable rental yield and the 
low-level dependence on the capital market. unlike other asset 
classes, industrial real estate takes the specific requirements of 

potential occupiers into account, which noticeably minimises the 
risk of vacancy, as does the customisable and reversible charac-
ter of the floor space supply. Very high yield rates are typically 
achieved with legacy buildings and properties earmarked for re-
development and in need of revitalisation.

fig. 17: Gross initial yield during the period 2013 through h1 2014, by property category, in %
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lettiNG Market For tHe Year 2013 
aNd tHe First HalF-Year oF 2014

stabilisiNG oN HiGH level

The market for industrial real estate is characterised by lively let-
ting activity. during the three semesters under review, the par-
ticipants of the InITIaTIVe unTerneHmensImmoBIlIen alone 

achieved a take-up of around 1.5 million sqm. The second se-
mester of 2013 was particularly robust. across Germany, around 
580,000 sqm were marketed during the same time period. The 
first six months of 2014 accounted for a take-up of 440,000 sqm, 
more or less matching the level of the prior-year period.

stroNGest MoMeNtUM iN tHe soUtH

Industrial real estate lettings are particularly pronounced in Ger-
many's economically strong southern part. Here, a total take-up 
of 342,000 sqm was reported for the entire period under review. 
This means, that the region accounts for nearly a quarter of all 
lettings. When including the two metro areas of munich and 

stuttgart, the region becomes even more dominant. next in line 
is Berlin, where not just demand for office floor plate but also 
the demand for industrial real estate has positively surged. The 
low level in the greater Hamburg area is striking insofar as it con-
trasts sharply with the northern German region that surrounds 
it. It could be attributable to the fact that Hamburg's market is 
dominated by big-ticket logistics.

fig. 18: Take-up in the regions, in sqm and %, listed by total take-up in descending order

fig. 19: Take-up during the reporting period of 2013 through h1 2014 by region and semester, in sqm, listed by total take-up in 
descending order
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Region H1 2013  H2 2013 2013 Share H1 2014 Share Total Share of total

Other regions in southern Germany  121,000 176,000 297,000 28.0% 46,000 10.3% 342,000 22.8%

Berlin and greater area 89,000 128,000 217,000 20.5% 72,000 16.3% 289,000 19.2%

Other regions in northern Germany 57,000 77,000 134,000 12.6% 47,000 10.6% 180,000 12.0%

Rhine-Main-Neckar 107,000 37,000 144,000 13.5% 34,000 7.6% 177,000 11.8%

Rhine-Ruhr metro region 51,000 38,000 88,000 8.3% 61,000 13.9% 149,000 9.9%

Stuttgart and greater area 4,000 17,000 21,000 1.9% 121,000 27.5% 142,000 9.4%

Munich and greater area 14,000 66,000 80,000 7.5% 23,000 5.1% 103,000 6.8%

Other regions in western Germany 16,000 30,000 46,000 4.3% 17,000 3.8% 63,000 4.2%

Hamburg and greater area 17,000 11,000 27,000 2.5% 11,000 2.5% 38,000 2.5%

Other regions in eastern Germany 5,000 4,000 9,000 0.8% 11,000 2.5% 20,000 1.3%

Total 479,000 582,000 1,061,000 100.0% 440,000 100.0% 1,501,000 100.0%
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fig. 20: absolute take-up during the reporting period of 2013 through h1 2014 by region and half-year
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iNdUstrial real estate is deFiNed bY a  
HeteroGeNeoUs deMaNd strUCtUre

The quality that mid-market to large companies appreciate most 
about industrial real estate is the flexibility of its floor space sup-
ply. corporate demand for this type of accommodation is there-
fore defined by a very wide size spectrum. The size average in 
floorplate demand ranges from 400 to 600 sqm across all pe-

riods. This highlights the high asset management effort that is 
required for successful industrial real estate lettings. Then again, 
the heterogeneous and flexible floor space supply permits an 
adaptive response to occupier demand depending on the mar-
ket cycle. no matter whether very small or large units are at 
issue – industrial real estate lets companies control demand be-
cause it represents a modular floor space supply.

stable loNG-terM CasHFloW paired WitH  
dYNaMiC CapaCitY UtilisatioN

another distinguishing feature of industrial real estate, in addi-
tion to its flexible floor space supply, is its stable cash flow. many 
tenants are long-term occupiers, and have been in place for 
years. These faithful incumbents ensure permanently stable rental 
income, on the one hand. on the other hand, industrial real state 
is characterised by sufficient supply and reserves to meet peak 
demand on short notice, too. This explains the comparatively 
high average capacity utilisation of such properties despite their 

relatively short lease terms. short lease terms, which are quickly 
becoming the standard model in other asset classes as well, meet 
the companies' need for flexibility half way. This must not be con-
fused with mobility, because companies with a mixed types of use 
would have very high mobility costs if they decided to relocate. 

The desire for flexibility is also expressed in the fact that a com-
paratively high number of new leases signed during the period 
under review included no fixed lease term. They are therefore 
subject to the statutory notice period of just three months. The 
maximum lease term is 10 years, in some cases even 20 years.

fig. 22: average lease term of new rentals during the periods under review

fig. 21: Take-up by area size categories during the periods under review
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deMaNd HiGHest For MUlti-teNaNt properties

as far as new rentals go, units in multi-tenant properties expe-
rienced the highest occupier demand. Business parks attracted 
the strongest demand across all three of the semesters under re-
view, achieving a total take-up of nearly 650,000 sqm. around 
446,000 sqm were let in transformation property during the 
same period, and nearly 210,000 sqm in warehousing / logis-

tics properties. several large-scale signings with manufacturing 
industry tenants were reported in the light manufacturing seg-
ment during the second half of 2013, raising the total take-up 
to around 160,000 sqm. other than that, light manufacturing 
property plays a comparatively subordinate role in the industrial 
real estate lettings because its long-term character and degree of 
specialisation discourages any shift in demand.

WareHoUses tHe Floor area tYpe Most iN 
deMaNd

The type of industrial real estate most in demand during the 
reporting period was warehousing property. lagging slightly 
behind was flex space 5, meaning dynamic floor area types of 
reversible usage, and office accommodation. While demand for 
warehousing is often aimed at large rental units, office demand 
is dominated by a call for small or indeed very small floor plates. 

property consisting purely of production area are rarely rented. 
The top spot of light manufacturing among the property cat-
egories is explained by the fact these are flex space units rather 
than pure production areas. In an economic environment of ac-
celerating cycles, companies feel that properties structured for 
a single purpose are putting increasing constraints on their ac-
tivities. The same is true for service and workshop areas, which 
may also be structured as flex space, principally speaking. 

fig. 23: Take-up by property category and period, in sqm, total take-up in descending order

fig. 24: Take-up across categories in sqm, pro rata by floor area type and semester, total take-up in descending order
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5 For a definition of flex space, please see the Glossary.
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bUlk oF tHe deMaNd For spaCe GeNerated bY 
tHe MaNUFaCtUriNG iNdUstrY

The demand for industrial real estate is rather heterogeneously 
structured in regard to the various groups of occupiers. 

The largest demand group for the entire reporting period is the 
manufacturing and industrial production, with a total take-up of 
well over 435,000 sqm. The second largest sector with a take-up of 
around 285,000 sqm is the warehousing, logistics and transporta-
tion industry, which accounts for nearly 20% of the floor area de-

mand involving industrial real estate. However, this share is subject 
to considerable fluctuation, ranging from less than 10% (H1 2013) 
to nearly 30% (H2 2013). The retail sector, which also includes au-
tomotive repairs and services, presents a similar picture. The service 
sector claims a noticeably smaller share, accounting for an average 
of around 15% of the floor space rentals. 

all things considered, the demand structure is rather broad-based. 
Inversely, as industrial real estate serves a richly diversified array of 
target groups, it lends itself to the diversification of economic risks.

despite tHe diversiFied Floor spaCe sUpplY No 
oUtliers iN terMs oF priMe reNt

The prime rent for industrial real estate approximated 9.70 eu-
ros / sqm across floor area types during the first half-year of 2014, 
down from 10.00 euros / sqm during the prior-year period. The 
spread extended from 5.50 euros / sqm for pure production 
areas to 12.30 euros / sqm for office space. most recently, the 
average rent across all types of floor plate was approximately 
5.40 euros / sqm. The spread extended from 4.50 euros / sqm 
for pure warehousing space to 6.60 euros / sqm for office space. 
This implies narrower gaps than is commonly assumed for this 
asset class because of the sheer variety of its floor space supply 
with vast differences in dimensions and quality standards. 

a floor area-weighted evaluation shows the highest rents for 
office units, generally speaking, even though these came under 
pressure during the period under review, dropping successively 
from 14.00 euros / sqm to 12.30 euros / sqm. This reflects the re-
gressive demand in the office sector.

an often underestimated aspect of industrial real estate is the 
market rent for warehouse and small-scale logistics space, es-
pecially those offered in business parks or transformation prop-
erties. Throughout the periods under review and beyond, these 
rented out for up to 11.00 euros / sqm or indeed more than that. 
In pure warehousing properties, by contrast, these units tend to 
be cheaper. Flex space has experienced a much increased demand 
– with predictable consequences for rent levels. The brisk rental 
growth therefore pushed rents up from less than 2.00 euros / sqm 
to around 10.50 euros / sqm during the reporting period alone.

fig. 25: Take-up per semester, by aggregated industry, in 000 sqm, total take-up in descending order
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fig. 26: Performance of prime rents for industrial real estate by floor area type and semester, in euros / sqm / month

fig. 27: Performance of average rents for industrial real estate by floor area type and semester, in euros / sqm / month
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a total of 3,121 lease agreements were collected and analysed 
for the year 2013 and the first six months of 2014. The analysis 
of the occupier market drew exclusively on primary data sourced 
from the actual building owners. The evaluation was limited to 
genuine letting activities to the exclusion of owner-occupier trans-
actions. It also ignored subletting activities undertaken by players 
other than real estate professionals. moreover, the analyses failed 

to differentiate between subsequent rentals and new rentals. We 
believe that this market report covers an estimated third of all 
lettings transacted in the market. accordingly, the quoted figures 
should be read not as a global trend statement but as a random 
sample. In addition to the data provided by the participants, the 
investment market analysis took transaction data from the rIWIs 
database of bulwiengesa into account.

Notes oN tHe aNalYsis

carlswerk in cologne

Warehouse space in a former production plant Office space in a former production plant

sirius Park building in Berlin-Tempelhof
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Gross iNitial Yield (GiY):

as a transaction-based ratio, the gross initial yield reflects the 
actually realised return on a property transaction. The gross initial 
yield is determined as the reciprocal value of the gross income 
multiplier, meaning the ratio of net rental income to net purchase 
price. compared to the net initial yield, the GIy still includes the 
non-recoverable service charges in the rental income, as well 
as the incidental acquisition costs currently accepted as market 
standard. The GIy ratio is used whenever these variables are un-
known in order to make it easier to compare transaction data.

Flex spaCe:

The floor area type called flex space in the context of industrial 
real estate combines several types of use (office, warehousing, 
light manufacturing, among others), and meets a variety of usage 
requirements. premises of this type are adapted to an occupier's 
requirements by the landlord before being handed over or else 
are converted by the tenant. For instance, a tenant with an un-
expired lease for flex space may wish to convert office space into 
light manufacturing space, or vice versa, without any change to 
the lease agreement or to the rent level.

GerMaN propertY iNdex (Gpi): 

The German property Index (GpI) is a real estate performance in-
dex calculated on the basis of available market data. It is compiled 
for the segments of office, retail, and commercial / logistics. The 
calculation takes diverse real estate industry market and planning 
data into account, depending on availability. It also factors in ad-
ditional assumptions concerning management, maintenance and 
other non-recoverable operating costs for each market segment 
that are made on the basis of long-term market know-how.

The national GpI (= total return) of each real estate market sector 
is derived from the weighted sum of the current (stable) rental 
income (cash flow return) and the weighted sum of the projected 
increased in fair market value (capital growth return) of the 127 
cities covered by the rIWIs market database. The weightings are 
differentiated by sector, and are not constant over time. The in-
dex and its components are defined as follows in this context:

Total return:
The total return is derived from the weighted sum of the capital 
growth returns (cG) and the weighted sum of the cash flow re-
turns (cF) of the 127 cities.  It represents the total return on the 
capital employed over a certain period of time, i.e. the year-on-
year change, quoted in percent.

cash flow return:
This term represents the return generated from the current op-
erative use of a property, set in relation to the cash trapped. The 
cash flow equals the surplus of the periodic rental income after 
the current operating expenses.

capital growth return:
This term refers to the capital growth of a real property asset's fair 
market value over a period of time, set in relation to the capital 
growth at the end of the prior period. It takes factors influencing 
the value of a property (modernisations, lettings of vacant prem-
ises or renewals of unexpired leases) as well as general changes 
in property market values into account. 

as a benchmark indicator, the GpI is most helpful to long-term 
property asset holders when gauging the performance of their 
portfolio. accordingly, it contrasts with the gross initial yield, 
which refers solely to the time of a property's acquisition.

GlossarY
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Fig. 01:
Various industrial real estate categories

Fig. 02:
Floor space total of commercial property in Germany, not incl. hotels,  
in million sqm, H1 2014

Fig. 03:
market value of commercial property in Germany, not incl. hotels,  
in billion euros, H1 2014

Fig. 04:
market value of the property categories of industrial real estate in H1 
2014 

Fig. 05:
overview of accommodation and values of German industrial real estate 
in H1 2014. 

Fig. 06:
GpI total return by property segments in Germany (yoy) 1995-2018 

Fig. 07:
GpI cash flow return by real estate segments in Germany  
(yoy) 1995-2018 

Fig. 08:
Investment volume by category, in million euros 

Fig. 09:
acquisitions / sales in 2013 by group of actors in million euros, broken 
down by largest buyer group 

Fig. 10:
acquisitions / sales in H1 2014 by group of actors in million euros, bro-
ken down by largest buyer group 

Fig. 11/12:
acquisitions and sales in 2013, by origin of actors, in %

Fig. 13/14:
acquisitions and sales in H1 2014, by origin of actors, in %

Fig. 15:
Breakdown of transaction volumes by time period and region,  
in million euros, descending by transaction volume, in H1 2014

Fig. 16:
Geographic spread of investments in Germany during the reporting 
period 2013 through H1 2014, by property category

Fig. 17:
Gross initial yield during the period 2013 through H1 2014, by property 
category, in %

Fig. 18:
Take-up in the regions in 2013, in sqm and %, listed by total take-up in 
descending order

Fig. 19:
Take-up during the reporting period of 2013 through H1 2014 by region 
and semester, in sqm, listed by total take-up in descending order

Fig. 20: 
absolute take-up during the reporting period of 2013 through H1 2014 
by region and semester

Fig. 21: 
Take-up by area size categories during the periods under review

Fig. 22: 
average lease term of new rentals during the periods under review

Fig. 23: 
Take-up by property category and period, in sqm, total take-up in 
descending order

Fig. 24:
Take-up across categories in sqm, pro rata by floor area type  
and semester, total take-up in descending order

Fig. 25: 
Take-up per semester, by property categories and period, in 000 sqm, 
total take-up in descending order

Fig. 26: 
performance of prime rents for industrial real estate by floor area type 
and semester, in euros / sqm / month

Fig. 27: 
performance of average rents for industrial real estate by floor area type 
and semester, in euros / sqm / month
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dIsclaImer 

The findings and calculations presented in this market report, as well as the 
underlying research, are based on evaluations of participant portfolios or 
letting and selling transactions executed by members of the InITIaTIVe un-
TerneHmensImmoBIlIen. They are supplemented by other sources either 
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